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OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
As the sun is setting on 2016, economic historians will

the European Union is very much still an unfolding event.

probably start penning their aides-mémoires about the

With the pound lingering around its lowest level since

year’s global economic developments under two broad

1985 and the new Prime Minister, Teresa May preparing

themes:

to start official exit talks in March 2017, the bank of

•

The emergence of ‘Brexitism’, and

England had to cut interest rates to prevent the UK from

•

The employment of further unconventional

falling into a recession.

monetary policy to stimulate demand.
The long-term shape of relations between the UK and the
The first development, ‘Brexitism’ can be described as a

EU, and the extent to which mutual trade and financial

movement under the banner: ‘Being against the ‘others’

flows will be curtailed, will likely become clear only after

that hurt us’. The June vote by Britain in favour of leaving

several years. All, while pressure to adopt populist,

Table 1: Global Economic Growth Outlook

Regions and Countries
World Output
Advanced Economies
United States
Euro Area
Germany
France
Italy
Spain
Japan
United Kingdom
Canada
Other Advanced Economies
Emerging Market and Developing Nations
Commonwealth of Independent States
Russia
Excluding Russia
Emerging and Developing Asia
China
India
Other Asian
Emerging and Developing Europe
Latin America and the Caribbean
Brazil
Mexico
Middle East, North Africa, Afghanistan and Pakistan
Saudi Arabia
Sub-Saharan Africa
Nigeria
South Africa
Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2016

Relative size
% of total
production (ppp)
100%
43%
16.3%
17%
3.50%
2.40%
1.90%
1.50%
4.30%
2.50%
1.50%
6.6%
57%
4.6%
3.30%
1.3%
30.6%
18.70%
7.70%
5.3%
3.3%
8.3%
2.70%
1.90%
7.6%
1.50%
3%
0.90%
0.60%

Year-over-Year % growth
History
Projections
2014
2015
2016
2017
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.4
1.6
2.1
1.6
1.8
2.4
2.6
1.6
2.2
1.1
2.0
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.5
1.7
1.4
0.6
1.3
1.3
1.3
-0.3
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.4
3.2
3.1
2.2
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.6
3.1
2.2
1.8
1.1
2.5
1.1
1.2
1.9
2.8
2.0
2.0
2.3
4.6
4.0
4.2
4.6
1.1
-2.8
-0.3
1.4
0.7
-3.7
-0.8
1.1
2.0
-0.5
0.9
2.3
6.8
6.6
6.5
6.3
7.3
6.9
6.6
6.2
7.2
7.6
7.6
7.6
4.6
4.8
4.8
5.1
2.8
3.6
3.3
3.1
1.0
0.0
-0.6
1.6
0.1
-3.8
-3.3
0.5
2.2
2.5
2.1
2.3
2.7
2.3
3.4
3.4
3.6
3.5
1.2
2.0
5.1
3.4
1.4
2.9
6.3
2.7
-1.7
0.6
1.6
1.3
0.1
0.8

inward-looking policies is well and alive among some

Closer to home, South Africa’s economy rebounded in

other EU members (and clearly, among a large portion

the second quarter of 2016, thus allaying fears of a

of US citizens, as highlighted in the US presidential

recession. GDP grew an annualized 3.3% in the three

campaign).

months to June, which contrasted Quarter 1’s contraction
of 1.2% in economic activity. Our economic growth

The second major phenomenon of 2016 can be described

remains quite labour-neutral; formal (non-agricultural)

as a First World effort to discourage saving. After eight

employment fell by 67 000 jobs in the second quarter of

years of quantitative easing (i.e. an increase of money

2016, quarter-on-quarter, after declining by 3 000 jobs in

supply by various central banks to push interest rates

the first quarter.

down, and so encourage more loans by banks), many
leading policy makers took their effort to stimulate

The quarter 3 expansion reflected an improvement

demand one step further in the last twelve months by

in all sectors of the economy - with a notably strong

setting negative interest rates. This implies that cash

rebound in the manufacturing sector. Despite the second

deposits incur a charge for storage at a bank, instead of

quarter’s promising growth rate, the severe drought

receiving interest.

across the country, sporadic political squabbling, droopy
European demand for our exports, and the slow recovery

Some 500 million people, in a quarter of the world

in commodity prices will limit growth for the time being.

economy today, are living with their interest rates in

Most forecasts show SA GDP growth of below 1% for the

the red. The main driver behind this policy is to steer

next 12 to 18 months. Our average economic growth

businesses and individuals away from hoarding cash –

rate over the ‘post-2008’ years has been 1.7%. We need

and instead spend or invest it.

a growth rate of around 2.7% p.a. to sustain prosperity.

The IMF expects world economic growth to average just

The fall in the value of the rand between 2012 and 2015

above 3% for 2016 (see Table 1). Advanced economies

is working its way through the economy. SA’s trade

are expected to record subdued average growth of

balance improved sharply in the second quarter of 2016,

1.6%, quite a divergence from the 4.2% average growth

recording a surplus of 0.8% of GDP compared with a

expected in developing economies. Global growth is

deficit of -1.1% of GDP in quarter 1 of 2016. South

generally expected to recover to 3.4% in 2017.

Africa’s trade deficit has systematically narrowed from a
peak of -2.9% of GDP in the third quarter of 2013. During

Low economic growth in developed
countries will keep downward

Rand/Dollar exchange rate

pressure on global interest rates.
This accommodative monetary
policy in the big economies have
led to a general improvement
in market sentiment toward
emerging market economies
in recent months, mainly as a
result of the impetus in offers to
commodity prices. The basket of
dollar commodity prices was about
3% up in September 2016, yearon-year.
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the three months from May to July 2016, the volume of
our merchandise exports (non-gold exports) jumped by a

Embrace it - and participate.
•

An average low economic growth rate doesn’t mean

dramatic 5.6%q/q. In value terms the improvement was

all sectors in the economy show slow growth. Find

even more impressive, rising by 9.1%q/q. Overall, the

and utilise the outlying areas of strong economic

combination of slightly higher commodity prices, coupled

activity – and be good at what you do and so create

with a still weak exchange rate should help to improve SA

your own growth.

export proceeds in the months ahead.

•

South Africa’s recent weak growth has been a
function, overwhelmingly, of one-off factors, all of

SOUTH AFRICA’S LATEST
COMPETITIVENESS RATING

the past year: goods market efficiency and labour
market efficiency. Big strides were also made in market
competition, both locally and internationally. An area

Table 2: Summarised from WEF World Competitiveness Report
South Africa’s top 10 ratings

2016-2017

2010-2011 Top 3 countries in category

1. Strength of auditing and reporting standards

1

1

SA, Finland, Norway

2. Protection of minority shareholders’ interests

1

6

SA, Finland, Norway

3. Financing through local equity market

1

7

SA, United States, Taiwan

4. Financial services meeting business needs

2

7

Hong Kong, SA, Switzerland

The South African Reserve Bank decided to maintain

which are in the process of abating. The growth

its guiding interest rate unchanged at 7.00% at their

surprise may be on the upside in the next 24

5. Soundness of banks

2

6

Finland, SA, Canada

months; don’t sit on your hands.

6. Regulation of securities exchanges

3

1

Singapore, Finland, SA

The ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ is well and

7. Efficacy of corporate boards

3

2

New Zealand, Norway, SA

8. Effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy

7

12

Sweden, New Zealand, Finland

9. Efficiency of legal framework in settling disputes

9

19

Singapore, Hong Kong, Switzerland

10. Efficiency of legal framework in challenging regulations

10

20

Switzerland, Finland, Hong Kong

September meeting. So far this year, the Bank has
increased this benchmark rate twice. The main policy

•

motivation for this reluctance to increase rates any

alive. A mega-convergence of technologies is

further is the above relief on our trade account, and the

transforming all areas of production. Prepare to

positive trend in the value of the rand since January,

utilise the digitally-inspired production machine –

which is associated with lower potential import-price

don’t fight it.

South Africa’s bottom 10 ratings

Africa will show above average growth for many

1. Quality of math and science education

138

137

Singapore, Finland, Belgium

dollar between January and October this year, while

years to come. Position yourself to leverage this

2. Cooperation in labour-employer relations

138

132

Norway, Switzerland, Singapore

inflation stood at 6.1% in September, just above the

demographic dividend in the most favourable

3. Tuberculosis incidence cases

137

138

Barbados, United Arab Emirates, United States

upper threshold of the central bank’s target range of 3%-

vicinities of the continent.

4. Flexibility of wage determination

135

131

Estonia, Hong Kong, United Arab Emirates

5. HIV prevalence % adult population

135

136

Albania, Algeria, Armenia

6. Hiring and firing practices

135

135

Switzerland, Hong Kong, Singapore

against the US dollar. (The latest ‘Big Mac Index

7. Quality of the education system

134

130

Switzerland, Singapore, Finland

rates the currency as 58% undervalued). Beware

8. Business costs of crime and violence

133

137

United Arab Emirates, Lesotho, Qatar

of betting on a weaker rand going forward.

9. Life expectancy years

130

127

Hong Kong, Japan, Spain

10. Quality of primary education

126

125

Finland, Switzerland, Belgium

47/138

54/139

inflation. The rand strengthened with 17% against the

6%.

•

•

The Reserve Bank however remains on the lookout for
any adjustments in the US monetary policy stance, and
the danger of a sovereign credit rating downgrade of the

•

The Rand is still a good 30%-40% undervalued

Barring any unforeseen exogenous shocks, the SA

country. Higher US interest rates may favour the value

interest rate cycle may have topped out. Keep this

of the dollar, and consequently put pressure on the rand

in mind when you have to decide on fixing financing

– while a ratings downgrade may force the Reserve Bank

or deposit rates.

to set more attractive interest rates to attract foreign

•

Most of the important stock markets – including our

capital. The risk that this may happen remains fairly

own – are overvalued by a good 20%. It wouldn’t

muted.

hurt to follow a slightly more defensive investment
approach for the time being.

Reflecting upon 2016 and the world we live in, we would
suggest that decision makers keep the following in mind
in preparing for 2017:
•

South Africa’s democracy is robust, alive and
functional. In August, the country held the most
competitive Local Government Elections since 1994,
peacefully so. Beware of being misled about South
African politics by the habit of our local media
to put a crafty spin on every political episode.
Democracy is an ongoing, dynamic balancing act.
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South Africa’s overall rating

2016-2017

Explanatory notes:
Essence of the report: The annual report, which
consists of 114 variables, defines competitiveness
as the set of institutions, policies and factors that
determine the level of productivity and prosperity of a
country. It includes comprehensive statistical data from
internationally recognized organizations, and is also
supplemented by data derived from the World Economic

2010-2011 Top 3 countries in category

1st Switzerland, 2nd Singapore, 3rd United States

of concern is that our infrastructure development has
stalled, both in transport and electricity. Institutional
quality has also diminished, with increased political
uncertainty and less transparency. Our inadequately
educated workforce is the third-most problematic factor
for doing business in South Africa, after government
bureaucracy and restrictive labour regulations.

aspects of competitiveness.

SNIPPETS FROM THE WORLD OF
TECHNOLOGY

Perspective on SA’s rating: SA’s competitiveness is

The tsunami of everyday objects with networked

anchored on the country’s robust and sturdy financial

connectivity and automated data transfer: According

markets (ranked 11th in the world). The report also

to Business Insider, estimates show that there will be

notes that we have improved in two crucial areas over

34 billion “internet of things” (IOT) devices installed

Forum’s Executive Opinion Survey that reflect qualitative
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globally by 2020. Close to $6 trillion is expected to be

economic models and our ‘green economy’ had the

growing. Estimates show that the average number of

they fall short. The initiative has been such a success that

invested in the IOT market over the next five years.

highest growth globally for asset finance in 2015 at 300

apps used by the typical US smartphone owner has been

the CEO, Adrian Gore, has announced plans to introduce

Factors that account for its growth include: increased

percent, totalling $4.5 billion.

stuck around 27 for four years straight. It appears as

the watch program through their partners in Asia, US and

if people are spending more and more time in the apps

UK.

mobile adoption, an increase in IOT investments, the
availability of low cost sensors and an increased internet

Virtual shops looking for real feet, eyes and ears:

they know, while shutting out new ones. As for what

connectivity footprint. Businesses will be leading the

Amazon have announced plans to open 100 ‘pop up

the new startup crazes are: it’s ‘artificial intelligence’,

Getting over the wall of China: In the 10 months

charge in IOT adoption, citing lowering operating costs,

stores’ (16 of which are already in operation) throughout

‘machine learning’, and ‘virtual reality’.

following Netflix’s worldwide rollout, the company has

increasing productivity and expanding to new markets as

the US over the next year in an effort to increase brand

the main drivers. This will be followed by Governments

awareness and drive more people to their website.

Protect your brand! Twitter’s reputation for toxicity and

- China. Described as a “regulatory minefield”, the

as the second largest adopter, while consumers will find

The stores, which will be primarily stocked with Kindle

the proliferation of hate speech has led to three major

company will instead license their content to other

themselves the “least transformed by the IOT”.

e-readers, Fire tablets, Fire TVs, and Echo speakers,

companies, Disney, Google and Salesforce, walking away

existing services in the region.

will allow people to demo and ask experts about the

from recent acquisition talks. While still valued at $12

Economics at work in the field of alternative

products. A noteworthy aspect of these pop-up stores

billion, the company is in the midst of a new subscriber

Notes and coins heading towards the cemetery of

energy: The cost of solar installations again saw a

is that they are operated by the ‘devices team’, and not

slowdown and has lost $2 billion over the past five years.

the cheque book: A Cashless-fare system will soon be

price drop of between 5 to 12 percent in 2015. Policies

Amazon’s retail team. It demonstrates how they want the

and market forces have allowed it to slowly become a

hardware to ‘do the talking’. These pop-up stores are also

De-humanising the activity of transport: It’s

is Feb 2017. Allowing for better control of cash in the

more viable option. While the price of solar panels have

quietly laying the foundation for Apple-like stores further

estimated that there will be 10 million self-driving cars

taxi industry, as well as increased commuter safety, the

remained relatively flat since 2012, big (cost-cutting)

down the line.

on the road by 2020. Self-driving cars fall under two

joint-partnership between Santaco (National Taxi Council)

categories: semi-autonomous, and fully autonomous. The

and Curve Group Holdings has been in development

strides have been made in the design of more efficient

shelved launch plans for the only remaining holdout

introduced to the Taxi industry in Gauteng; launch date

systems, reduced installation costs, and inverters. It is

It’s expensive to break new ground. Tesla Motors

former will require some input from the driver, while the

for five years. Commuters will initially be able to load

estimated that the investment in ‘off grid’ solar systems

(the electric automaker) invested close to 18%, or $718

latter will be able to drive from point A to point B, and

credit on their ‘FairPay’ cards at Kiosks situated near Taxi

increased 15-fold from 2012 to 2015. About 10% of

million, of its revenue into research and development in

encounter routine on-road scenarios without requiring

ranks, and will eventually be able to do the same at retail

the 600 million people living ‘off grid’ in Africa use solar

2015 - nearly three times more than BMW or VW.

any assistance from the driver. New regulations, most

stores. It forms part of the ‘One Province - One Ticket’

of which have yet to be written, will play a key role in

initiative, with a single card being used for all forms of

Fast doesn’t always mean ahead: Bloomberg reports

the adoption rate (and acceptance among consumers)

public transportation.

Streamlining government services: After a staggered

that rumours of a ‘boring’ iPhone 7 prompted Samsung

of self-driving vehicles. There was fresh controversy

launch in April 2016, all South Africans can now apply

executives to rush development of the Galaxy Note

recently when BMW announced that their self-driving AI

The cost of messy systems: SA’s four big banks

for their Smart IDs and passports at 13 bank branches

7 in an attempt to beat their rival to the market by

will prioritize the safety of the passengers over those of

(Standard Bank, Barclays Africa, Nedbank, FirstRand)

throughout the country. Thus far, 35 700 applications

one month. The phone, which has since been recalled

pedestrians. Conservative estimates from KPMG show

spent over R30 billion on IT over the past 12 months,

have been received (roughly 7400 per month), of which

(Samsung is expected to take a $5.3 billion hit), had

that, in the UK, there will be about 10% fewer deaths

a 12% increase compared to the previous year. This

half have been finalised.

a ‘manufacturing error’ as a result of ‘sub-optimized

per year as a result of the introduction of self-driving

equates to R15 out of every R100 being spent on IT. A

assembly’. The production cycle was reportedly shortened

vehicles.

big factor cited by Nedbank was the cost of maintaining

power to light their homes.

South Africa one of the world’s renewable

by up to 2-3 months. It’s somewhat ironic that in an

frontrunners: An estimated nearly 30 percent of all

effort to win over new customers, estimates now suggest

The economic power of technological guardianship:

systems. In 2012, they had over 250 ‘core’ systems, and

foreign direct investment in SA is attributed to the

that 5-7 million consumers will instead jump ship to

Discovery has become the biggest Apple watch seller in

in their attempt to ‘standardise and simplify’ have since

renewables industry. As of May 2016, renewables were

Apple.

South Africa (accounting for 90% sold locally, totalling

been able to whittle that number down to 176. Their

just over 30 000). As part of the Vitality program,

eventual goal is 60 systems.

providing around 16 percent of SA’s energy during peak

and operating its multiple intertwined and legacy

times. By early 2017, South Africa is expected to have

Saturation is a fact of economics: It seems as if the

members who also have a Discovery credit card are

400 operational wind turbines (and cumulative wind

App-craze may be starting to subside. New, venture

only charged a once-off fee of R350 for the watch. The

A famous leader turning into a laggard: PC

capacity of 5.6 gigawatts by 2020). Our ‘Renewable

capital-backed startups describing themselves as ‘app’-

catch, however, is that members who don’t ‘maintain and

manufacturers shipped 68 million personal computers in

Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement

centric has steadily declined over the past three years.

increase their exercise regimes’ for the next two years,

the third quarter, marking its 8th consecutive quarter of

Programme’ is ranked among the world’s top 10

App startups still dominate the sector, but it is no longer

will be charged a monthly fee depending on how much

decline. Recent analysis found that consumers own and
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use at least three types of devices, with the PC no longer

in Kwazulu-Natal. The biotech manufacturing facility,

deemed “a high priority device”. 2015 was also first time

only the second of its kind globally, will produce

since 2008 that the PC market fell below 300 million

affordable treatments for cancer and other auto-immune

sales.

diseases, for local and worldwide distribution. In the
same area construction also recently started on a R150-

A highly connected (‘info-democratic’) population:

million medical manufacturing plant, in partnership with

According to a recent PWC report, smartphone

the US-based HGM group and HBM-SA Health Protection

connections in South Africa are forecast to grow by

Services. Meantime, General Electric has invested R500

around 160% to 64.9 million in 2020. Roughly a third

million in its new ‘innovation centre’ in Johannesburg

of South Africans say that their device is a smartphone,

– it’s first in Africa. The facility will also serve as the

while it is estimated that 90% have access to a

headquarters for its GE Healthcare division, which

cellphone. A stand out feature of South Africa’s market

specialises in various healthcare technologies.

(compared to the rest of Africa), is the tremendous
growth in low-price smartphones, making up more than

Resting on your (innovation) laurels: Blackberry

two thirds of all android phones. We’re also one of the

have announced that it will be pulling out of the phone-

only countries in Africa with a sizable post-paid (contract)

manufacturing business. It will instead outsource the

market.

brand to other manufacturers, while refocusing efforts on
creating software for mobile phones. At its peak in 2010,

South Africa is not a stranger to ‘smart production’:

Blackberry enjoyed a market share of 18.2% ($19.9

During the recent BRICS summit, SA signed an

billion revenue). Presently it only accounts for 0.1%

agreement for a R1.3 billion pharmaceutical investment

($2.1 billion revenue).
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